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doesn’t 
matter 
what you 
call it, as 
long as you 
remember...



Design is not just how things look, it’s about 

how they work

If looks were 
everything, no one 
would have ever 
heard of Craigslist



1 Purpose

2 Orientation

3 Intuition

What is this? 

Where am I?

What do I do?



PURPOSE1What is this? (Don’t leave anyone guessing)



Search!

Fashion stuff! Order Lunch!

Read a story!



PRO TIP
Take the most important thing on 
the page, make it the biggest. 

Image taken from: Don’t Make Me Think



- Steve Krug in a book by that name. 

“Don’t make 
me think!”



Taken from: Don’t Make Me Think



Taken from: Don’t Make Me Think



?should be 

100% 
immediately and 
blindingly 

OBVIOUS

“What is this?”
The answer to the question 



ORIENTATION2 Where am I? (Don’t let ‘em get lost)



How did I 
get here?

Where can 
I go now?

Give people a safety net.

Don’t leave them at a dead end



anticipate where I 
want to go

give me a clue to 
where I am



show me how 
I got here

Diagrams from Interdisciplinary Interaction Design



give me an 
explanation and
a way out 

lead me to cool 
places

correct my silly 
mistakes



show me the way home
and most of all



INTUITION3What do I do here? No instruction manual, please





A good conceptual 
model allows us to 
predict the effects of 
our actions.

A bad conceptual 
model has no 
discernible relationship 
between my actions 
and the end result.

Conceptual Model

adapted from The Design of Everyday Things



Affordances

A wheel affords rolling A light switch affords flipping



Mapping
Which knob turns on the 
middle bottom burner? 
Well, um..

I got this.



Constraints

0% sliced fingers: only works 
when it’s closed. GENIUS.

Narrow containers = painful soup burns.
Why do they still exist? 



but what about

COMPUTERS?!
and laptops 

and iPhones and tablets 
and 

any and all kinds of 
new fangled screens?!?



No natural mapping

No affordances 
(I can click all the things)

No obvious conceptual model



PRO TIP
Take advantage of conventions

Image taken from: Don’t Make Me Think



right 
scrollbars

standard 
icons

headlines

bylines, date
buttons that look like buttons

search fields



PRO TIP
Make it obvious what’s clickable



Image taken from: Don’t Make Me Think



buttons that look 
like buttons

blue and/or 
underlined text



If it can’t be TOTALLY obvious

give hints!
arrows
rounded corners
colored background
contrast 
icons



(CSS can help)



PRO TIP
Give feedback 
(tell me what I just did)



hovers

confirmation

spinning 
wheels of 
doom



PRO TIP
Simplify, simplify, simplify.

Darlings



good 
luck!


